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1 Introduction

In the past decades, various
security-enhanced measures have been
proposed to improve the security of
data transmission over public networks.
Existing work on security-enhanced
data transmission includes the designs of
cryptography algorithms and system
infrastructures and security-enhanced
routing methods. Their common
objectives are often to defeat various
threats over the Internet, including
eavesdropping, spoofing, session
hijacking, etc.

Among many well-known designs
for cryptography based systems, the IP
Security (IPSec) [23] and the Secure
Socket Layer (SSL) [21] are popularly
supported and implemented in many
systems and platforms. Although IPSec
and SSL do greatly improve the security
level for data transmission, they
unavoidably introduce substantial
overheads [1], [7], [13], especially on

gateway/host performance and effective
network bandwidth. For example, the
data transmission overhead is 5
cycles/byte over an Intel Pentium II
with the Linux IP stack alone, and the
overhead increases to 58 cycles/byte
when Advanced Encryption Standard
(AES) [10] is adopted for
encryption/decryption for IPSec [7].

Another alternative for security-
enhanced data transmission is to
dynamically route packets between
each source and its destination so that
the chance for system break-in, due to
successful interception of consecutive
packets for a session, is slim. The
intention of security-enhanced routing
is different from the adopting of
multiple paths between a source and a
destination to increase the throughput
of data transmission (see, e.g., [8] and
[9]). In particular, Lou et al. [14], [15]
proposed a secure routing protocol to
improve the security of end-to-end data
transmission based on multiple path
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deliveries. The set of multiple paths
between each source and its destination
is determined in an online fashion,
and extra control message exchanging
is needed. Bohacek et al. [2] proposed a
secure stochastic routing mechanism to
improve routing security. Similar to
the work proposed by Lou et al. [14],
[15], a set of paths is discovered for
each source and its destination in an
online fashion based on message
flooding. Thus, a mass of control
messages is needed. Yang and
Papavassiliou [25] explored the trading
of the security level and the traffic
dispersion. They proposed a traffic
dispersion scheme to reduce the
probability of eavesdropped information
along the used paths provided that
the set of data delivery paths is
discovered in advance. Although
excellent research results have been
proposed for security-enhanced dynamic
routing, many of them rely on the
discovery of multiple paths either in an
online or offline fashion. For those
online path searching approaches, the
discovery of multiple p a ths involves a
significant number of control signals
over the Internet. On the other hand,
the discovery of paths in an offline
fashion might not be suitable to
networks with a dynamic changing
configuration. Therefore, we will
propose a dynamic routing algorithm to 
provide security enhanced data
delivery without introducing any extra
control messages.

The objective of this work is
to explore a security enhanced
dynamic routing algorithm based on
distributed routing information
widely supported in existing wired
and wireless networks. We aim at
the randomization of delivery paths
for data transmission to provide
considerably small path similarity

(i.e., the number of common links
between two delivery paths) of two
consecutive transmitted packets.
The proposed algorithm should be
easy to implement and compatible
with popular routing protocols, such
as the Routing Information
Protocol (RIP) for wired networks
[16] and Destination-Sequenced
Distance Vector (DSDV) protocol for
wireless networks [20], over
existing infrastructures. These
protocols shall not increase the
number of control messages if the
proposed algorithm is adopted. An
analytic study will be presented for
the proposed routing algorithm,
and a series of simulation study
will be conducted to verify the
analytic results and to show the
capability of the proposed algorithm.
The rest of this paper is organized
as follows: Section 2 formally defines
the problem under investigation. In
Section 3, we propose a security-
enhanced dynamic routing
algorithm to randomize the data
delivery paths. An analytic study
on the proposed algorithm is
conducted. Section 4 summarizes
our experimental results to
demonstrate the capability of the
proposed algorithm. Section 5 is the
conclusion.

2 Problem Statement

The objective of this work is to explore
a security-enhanced dynamic routing
algorithm based on distributed routing
information widely supported in
existing networ ks. In general,
routing protocols over networks could
be classified roughly into two kinds:
distance-vector algorithms and link-
state algorithms [11]. Distance-vector
algorithms rely on the exchanging of
distance information among
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neighboring nodes for the seeking of
routing paths. Examples of distance-
vector- based routing algorithms
include RIP and DSDV. Link-state
algorithms used in the Open Shortest
Path First protocol [19] are for global
routing in which the network topology
is known by all nodes. Our goal is to
propose a distance-vector-based
algorithm for dynamic routing to
improve the security of data
transmission. Before we proceed with
further discussions, our problem and
system model shall be defined.

A network could be modeled as a graph
, where is a set of routers

(also referred to as nodes) in the
network, 3 Security-Enhanced Dynamic
Routing

3.1 Notations and Data Structures

The objective of this section is to
propose a distance-vector- based
algorithm for dynamic routing to
improve the security of data
transmission. We propose to rely on
existing distance information exchanged
among neighboring nodes (referred to
as routers as well in this paper) for
the seeking of routing paths. In many
distance-vector-based implementations,
e.g., those based on RIP, each node Ni
maintains a routing table (see Table
1a) in which each entry is associated
with a tuple ( ) where  

and denote some
unique destination node, an estimated
minimal cost to send a packet to , and
the next node along the minimal-cost
path to the destination node,
respectively. With the objective of this
work in the randomization of routing
paths, the routing table shown in Table
1a is extended to accommodate our
security-enhanced dynamic routing
algorithm. In the extended routing
table (see Table 1b), we propose to

associate each entry with a tuple (

CNi and is a set of links
that connect adjacent routers in the
network. A path from a node
(referred to as a source node) to another
node (referred to as a destination
node) is a set of links

, where
and

j denote the set of all
potential paths between a source node
and a destination node . Note that the
number of  paths in could be an
exponential function of the number of
routers in the network, and we should
not derive in practice for routing
or analysis.

Definition 1 (path similarity).

The path similarity between two paths
is computed based on the algorithm of
Levenshtein distance [12].

Definition 2 (the expected value of
path similarity for any two
consecutive   delivered packets).

Prob ) 
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The purpose of this research is to
propose a dynamic routing algorithm
to improve the security of data
transmission. We define the

as
follows:

.Ni    is a set of for
the nexthop (note that the candidate
selection will be elaborated in
Procedure 2 of Section 3.2), where one
of the nexthop candidates that have

the minimal cost is marked. HNi , a
set of tuples, records the history for
packet deliveries through the node

to the destination node . Each

tuple ( ) in is used to
represent that previously used the
node hNj as the nexthop to forward
the packet from the source node to
the destination node . Let and

denote the set of neighboring
nodes for a node and the cost in
the delivery of a packet between
and a neighboring node ,
respectively. Each node also
maintains an array (referred to as a
link table) in which each entry
corresponds to a neighboring node

and contains the cost for a
packet delivery.

The proposed algorithm achieves
considerably small path similarity for
packet deliveries between a source

node and the corresponding
destination node. However, the total
space requirement would increase to
store some extra routing information.
The size of a routing table depends on
the topology and the node number of
a network under discussions. In the
worst case, we have a fully connected
network. For each entry in the
routing table shown in Table 1b, the
additional spaces required for recording
the set of node candidates (as shown
in the third column of Table 1b) and
for recording the routing history (as
shown in the fourth column of Table
1b) are O(|N|). Because there are
|N| destination nodes at most in each
routing table, the additionally required
spaces for the  entire routing table for

one node are O(|N|2). Since the
provided distributed dynamic routing
algorithm (DDRA) is a distance-vector-
based routing protocol for intra domain
systems, the number of nodes is
limited, and the network topology is
hardly fully connected. Hence, the
increase of the total space requirement
is considerably small. However, the
impact of the space requirement on
the search time will be analyzed in
the following section
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Table 1: An Example of the Routing Table for the Node Ni

(a) The routing table for the original distance-vector-based routing algorithm. (b)
The routing table for the proposed security-enhanced routing algorithm.

3.2 A Distributed Dynamic Routing
Algorithm

3.2.1 Randomization Process

Consider the delivery of a packet with
the destination at a node N . In order
to minimize the probability that
packets are eavesdropped over a specific
link, a randomization process for
packet deliveries shown in Procedure 1
is adopted. In this process, the previous

nexthop (defined in HNi of Table 1b)
for the source node is identified in the
first step of the process (line 1).
Then, the process randomly pick up
t. We must randomly pick up a
neighboring node excluding the used
node for the previous packet. Once a
neighboring node is selected, by the
hash table, we need O(1) to determine
whether the selected neighboring node
for the current packet is the same as
the one used by the previous packet.
Therefore, the time complexity of
searching a proper neighboring node is
O (1).

4 Conclusion

This paper has proposed a security-
enhanced dynamic routing algorithm
based on distributed routing
information widely supported in

existing networks. The proposed
algorithm is easy to implement and
compatible with popular routing
protocols, such as RIP and DSDV, over
existing infrastructures. An analytic
study was developed for the proposed
algorithm and was verified against the
experimental results. A series of
simulation experiments were conducted
to show the capability of the proposed
algorithm, for which we have very
encouraging results. We must point out 
that the proposed algorithm is
completely orthogonal to the work
based on the designs of cryptography
algorithms and system infrastructures.
Our security enhanced dynamic routing
could be used with cryptography-
based system designs to further
improve the security of data
transmission over network
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